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discrete flavor symmetry, and the infrared attractive force of gauge interactions in extra dimensions are
used to suppress them at the compactification scale. We present a concrete model, which is a simple
extension of S3 invariant minimal supersymmetric standard model, where only SU2L and SU3C
gauge multiplets are assumed to propagate in the bulk. We find that a disorder of 2 orders of magnitude in
soft supersymmetry breaking parameters above the compactification scale may be allowed to satisfy
experimental constraints on FCNC processes and CP violating phenomena.
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Low energy supersymmetry (SUSY) is introduced to
protect the Higgs mass from the quadratic divergence [1].
Since low energy SUSY is broken, the breaking of SUSY
must be soft, whatever its origin is, to maintain the very
nature of low energy SUSY. Unfortunately, the most
arbitrary part of a phenomenologically viable supersym-
metric extension of the standard model (SM) is this soft
breaking sector, because renormalizability allows an in-
troduction of many soft supersymmetry breaking (SSB)
parameters. In the minimal supersymmetric standard
model (MSSM), more than 100 SSB parameters can be
introduced [2]. The problem is not only this large number
of the SSB parameters, but also the fact that one has to
highly fine tune them so that they do not induce unac-
ceptably large flavor-changing neutral currents (FCNCs)
and CP violations [3–7]. This problem, called the SUSY
flavor problem, is not new, but has existed ever since
supersymmetry found phenomenological applications [8].
There are several theoretical approaches to overcome
this problem, which may be divided in three types. In the
case of the first type it is assumed that there exists a
hidden sector in which SUSY is broken by some flavor
blind mechanism, and that SUSY breaking is mediated
by flavor blind interactions to the MSSM sector [1,9–11].
The idea of the second type to overcome the SUSY
flavor problem is to use the infrared attractive force of
gauge interactions [12–21]. It has been found in [18–21]
that thanks to the power-running law of gauge couplings
[22–24] in extra dimensions [25,26], the infrared attrac-
tiveness of running SSB parameters [27] can be so am-
plified that at a compactification scale the SSB terms
align themselves out of their anarchical disorder at a
cutoff scale , even if the ratio of the cutoff scale  to
the compactification scale C is small O103. The
third mechanism is based on a flavor symmetry principle04=70(5)=055004(14)$22.50 70 0550[28–32]. In this approach one should be aware of the fact
that, if a flavor symmetry is hardly broken at low energies,
e.g., in the Yukawa sector, then these interactions can
induce nonsymmetric SSB terms. In [32] it has been
shown that a spontaneously broken continuous horizontal
symmetry based on SU3 [33] can significantly suppress
FCNCs and CP violating phases. An advantage of a dis-
crete flavor symmetry is that no Nambu-Goldstone bo-
sons can occur when it is spontaneously broken. In [29,31]
it has been found that a discrete flavor symmetry based on
S3 at low energy can considerably soften the SUSY flavor
problem.
In this paper, we are motivated by the desire to com-
bine the second and third types of mechanism to soften
the SUSY flavor problem. That is, in this double suppres-
sion mechanism, asymptotically free gauge interactions
in extra dimensions bring a large disorder of the SSB
parameters at the cutoff scale  down to O1 disorder at
the compactification scale C, and FCNCs and CP
phases, which are induced by the SSB parameters in
O1 disorder at low energy, are suppressed due to an
intact flavor symmetry. By O1 disorder of the SSB
parameters we mean e.g. m2max m2min=m2av  O1,
where m2max;min;av are the maximal, minimal and average
squared soft scalar masses, respectively, and similarly for
the other SSB parameters.
In Sect. II we start by considering a minimal super-
symmetric extension of the S3 invariant SM of [34,35]. In
[31], such an extension has been indeed made. There,
additional SU2L  U1Y singlet Higgs multiplets have
been introduced to avoid the appearance of pseudo
Nambu-Goldstone bosons. Here we would like to propose
an alternative way to avoid the appearance of the pseudo
Nambu-Goldstone bosons. We assume that S2 is softly
broken by certain B terms in the SSB sector. It turns out
that it is possible to make all the Higgses except for one
very heavy without running into the problem of triviality.04-1  2004 The American Physical Society
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mechanism. We explicitly compute 
q;‘LL;RR;LR of [7] in
terms of the S3 invariant SSB terms, and find that these

’s can satisfy the experimental constraints if the disor-
der of the SSB parameters at MSUSY is at most about one.
The analysis of this section is basically a reanalysis of
[31].We, however, use a new set of input parameters in the
quark sector to obtain a better agreement with the ex-
perimental results on the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
mixing matrix VCKM.
Extra dimensions are introduced in Sect. IV. Our
model is a simple extension into 
 extra dimensions along
the line of [23,25,26], in which it is assumed that the
matter multiplets and the U1Y gauge multiplet are lo-
cated at a fixed point, while the SU2L and SU3C gauge
multiplets propagate in the bulk.
Sect. V is devoted to conclusion, and in the Appendix
we give renormalization group (RG) functions that are
used in this paper.II. S3 INVARIANT EXTENSION OF THE MSSM
Flavor symmetries based on a permutation symmetry
have been considered by many authors in the past1.
Phenomenologically viable models based on nonabelian
discrete flavor symmetries S3; D4 and A4 and also on a
product of abelian discrete symmetries have been recently
constructed in [34,35,40–45], respectively, which can
naturally explain a large neutrino mixing. (See also
[45–49]. ) In this section we would like to consider a
supersymmetric extension of the S3 invariant model of
[34,35].
A. S3 invariant superpotential
Three generations of the quarks and leptons belong to
the reducible representation of S3 3  1 2, respectively.
They are denoted by QI;Q3; UIR;U3R;DIR;D3R; LI; L3;
EIR; E3R; NIR; N3R in an obvious notation. We also intro-
duce an S3 doublet Higgs pair, HUI ;HDI I  1; 2, as well
as an S3 singlet Higgs pair, HU3 ; HD3 . The same R-parity is
assigned to these fields as in the MSSM. Then we assume
that the superpotential, W  WD WU WE WN 
WM WH, is invariant under S3 permutations. Each
part is given explicitly as follows:WD  YD1 QIHD3 DIR  YD3 Q3HD3 D3R  YD2 fIJKQIHDJ DKR
YD4 Q3HDI DIR  YD5 QIHDI D3R; (1)1One of the first papers on permutation symmetries are [36–
38]. See [35] for a partial list of references, and [39] for a
review. By a flavor symmetry we mean a symmetry of the
Yukawa interactions, because a symmetry of a mass matrix is
not necessarily a symmetry of the theory.
055004WU  YU1 QIHU3 UIR  YU3 Q3HU3 U3R  YU2 fIJKQIHUJ UKR
YU4 Q3HUI UIR  YU5 QIHUI U3R; (2)WE  YE1 LIHD3 EIR  YE3 L3HD3 E3R  YE2 fIJKLIHDJ EKR
YE4 L3HDI EIR  YE5 LIHDI E3R; (3)WN  YN1 LIHU3 NIR  YN3 L3HU3 N3R  YN2 fIJKLIHUJ NKR
YN4 L3HUI NIR  YN5 LIHUI N3R; (4)WM  12M1NIRNIR 
1
2
M3N3RN3R; (5)WH  1HUI HDI 3HU3 HD3 ; (6)
where
f121  f211  f112  f222  1;
f111  f221  f122  f212  0:
(7)
(fIJK is completely symmetric). W is the most general
renormalizable superpotential that is S3  R invariant.
B. Soft supersymmetry breaking sector
(i) G-2augino masses: The gaugino masses are the
same as in the MSSM.(ii) Trilinear couplings: The trilinear couplings h’s
can be read off from WU;D;E;N. We denote them by
hUI etc. By symmetry, the trilinear couplings have
exactly the same structure as the Yukawa
couplings.(iii) Soft scalar masses: S3 invariant soft scalar masses
are diagonal, and have the general structure:
~m 21^

I ^I  ~m23^3^3 (8)
for all scalar components ^. Those of the MSSM
are denoted by m2QI ;m
2
Q3




(iv) B-terms: S3 invariant B-terms are
L B  B1H^U1 H^D1  H^U2 H^D2   B3H^U3 H^D3   h:c:
(9)Given the superpotential (1)–(6) along with the SSB
sector, we can now write down the scalar potential. For
simplicity we assume that only the neutral scalar compo-
nents of the Higgs supermultiplets acquire VEVs. The
relevant part of the scalar potential is then given by
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1j2 m2HU1 jH^
0U
1 j2  jH^0U2 j2  j1j2 m2HD1 
 jH^0D1 j2  jH^0D2 j2  j3j2 m2HU3 jH^
0U
3 j2











 jH^0U2 j2  jH^0U3 j2  jH^0D1 j2  jH^0D2 j2  jH^0D3 j22
 
B1H^0U1 H^0D1  H^0U2 H^0D2   B3H^0U3 H^0D3   h:c:
(10)
As one can see easily, the scalar potential V (10) has a
continuous global symmetry SU2  U1 in addition to
the local electroweak gauge symmetry SU2L  U1Y .
As a result, there will be a number of pseudo Goldstone
bosons that are phenomenologically unacceptable. This is
a consequence of S3 symmetry. (A similar consequence
exists also in nonsupersymmetric case, too.) Therefore,
we have to break S3 symmetry explicitly.We would like to
break it as soft as possible to preserve predictions from S3
symmetry, while breaking the global SU2  U1 sym-
metry completely. Surprisingly, there is a unique choice
for a set of soft S3 breaking terms: The softest terms in
the present case have the canonical dimension two, im-
plying they should be in the SSB sector. As for the soft
scalar masses, we have an important consequence (8)
from S3 symmetry that they are diagonal in generations.
Since we would like to preserve this structure, the only
choice is to introduce the soft S3 breaking terms in the B
sector (9). Moreover, looking at the S3 invariant scalar




1 $ H^U;D2 : (11)
We assume that the soft S3 breaking terms respect this
discrete symmetry (11), and add the following soft S3
breaking Lagrangian:
L S3B  B4H^U1 H^D2  H^U2 H^D1   B5H^U3 H^D1  H^D2 
 B6H^D3 H^U1  H^U2   h:c: (12)
The resulting scalar potential can be analyzed, and one
finds that a local minimum respecting S02 symmetry, i.e.
<H^U1>  <H^U2>  vU=2  0;












can occur. We find the lightest Higgs, the SM Higgs, can
be written as a linear combination





p H^0D;U1  H^0D;U2 ;
v  v2U  v23U  v2D  v23D1=2 ’ 246 GeV:
(15)
Its mass is approximately given by
mh ’ 
3=5g21  g22v2U  v23U  v2D  v23D2=v (16)
for 20s; B0s >>v2. It can be shown that the masses of
other Higgs multiplets can be made arbitrarily heavy.
From (16) we see that the tree-level upper bound for mh
is exactly the same as in the MSSM.
Because of the very nature of the SSB terms, the
explicit breaking of S3 in the B-terms (12) does not
propagate to the other sector in the sense that it does
not produce S3 violating infinities in other sectors.
Furthermore, although the superpotential (1)–(6) and
the corresponding trilinear couplings do not respect the
S02 symmetry (11), they can not generate S02 violating
infinite B terms because they can generate only S3 invari-
ant terms in the Higgs sector, which are however auto-
matically S02 invariant.
C. Z2 symmetry in the leptonic sector, mass matrices
and diagonalization
As in [34,35] we assume the existence of an abelian
discrete symmetry Z2 in the leptonic sector. The Z2 parity
assignment is:
 for HU;DI ; L3; LI; E3R; EIR; NIR and






1 ; and Y
N
5 (18)





1 ; and h
N
5 (19)
in the SSB sector. Note that this symmetry is explicitly
broken in the quark sector. However, the F term non-
renormalization theorem prevents from producing Z2 vi-
olating terms in the leptonic sector. As a result of (13), the
quark and lepton mass matrices take the general form
M a 










with me1  me3  m*1  m*5  0; 
(20)
where a  u; d; e; *. It has been found in [34] that the
mass matrices of the general form (20) are consistent with
all the observed quark and lepton masses and mixing
angles. We emphasize that this result can remain valid
after supersymmetrization of the model.
Next we consider diagonalization of the mass matrices,
and start with the charged lepton mass matrix Me. It has
only real parameters, and they are given by-3
PHYSICAL REVIEW D 70 055004me2 ’ 0:07474 GeV; me4 ’ 0:0005141 GeV;
me5 ’ 1:254 GeV; me1  me3  0:
(21)
Then the unitary matrices UeL and UeR defined as
UyeLMeUeR  diagme;m;m- (22)









0:05949 1:4 106 0:9982
0@ 1A:
(24)
Note that the maximal mixing appearing in UeL is re-
sponsible for the atmospheric neutrino mixing, while the
solar neutrino mixing is explained by the large mixing in
the rotation matrix of the neutrino mass matrix2. That is,
the elements, UeL21 and UeL23 become, respectively,
the 1; 3 and 3; 3 elements of the neutrino mixing
matrix VMNS;





As in the leptonic case, we introduce unitary matrices
UudL and UudR satisfying
UyudLMudUudR  diagmud; mcs; mtb: (26)
Realistic quark masses as well as Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa (CKM) matrix VCKM can be obtained from3
mu1  0:06504 GeV; mu2  0:06148 GeV;
mu3  173:5 GeV; mu4  10:70 GeV;
mu5  4:166 GeV; md1  0:008974 GeV;
md2  0:01460GeV; md3  1:950 1:548I GeV;
md4  1:045 GeV; md5  0:1427 GeV;
(27)
where we have assumed that only md3 is complex. The
values given in (27) are not a unique choice. However,
numerical analyses show that the values can not be con-
tinuously deformed without changing the values of the
quark masses and VCKM (under the assumption that only
md3 is complex). The unitary matrices for the set of the
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3The values of the input parameters used here are slightly
different from those in [31,34]. They yield VCKM in a better


























Note that the off-diagonal elements in UdL and UdR carry
large complex phases. For completeness we write the
explicit values of VCKM and the quark masses for the set
of parameters (27):







J ’ 3:0 103; 11 ’ 23 ; 32 ’ 67 ;
(33)
and
md ’ 4:4 MeV; ms ’ 0:09 GeV; mb ’ 2:9 GeV;
mu ’ 2:3 MeV; mc ’ 0:64 GeV; mt ’ 174 GeV;
(34)
where J is the Jarlskog invariant.III. SUPPRESSION OF FCNCS AT MSUSY
Since all the soft scalar masses have the form (8), we
write the mass matrices as










1CCA a  ~‘; ~q;
(35)
where m~‘;~q denote the average of the slepton and squark
masses, respectively, and aLR; bLR are dimensionless
free parameters of O1. Further, since the trilinear in-
teractions are also S3 invariant, the left-right mass matrix
can be written as-4
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ma1A
a



















0@ 1A a  ~‘; ~q; (36)where Aai are free parameters of dimension one. Here we
assume that they are in the same order as the gaugino
masses.
We consider FCNC processes, e.g. Br! e 2, that
are proportional to the off-diagonal elements of
,aLL;RR  UyaL;R ~m2aLL;RRUaL;R and
,aLR  UyaL ~m2aLRUaR:
(37)
By using the unitary matrices given in Eqs. (23), (24),
and (28)–(31), ,’s can be explicitly evaluated. In [7],
experimental bounds on the dimensionless quantities

aLL;RR;LR  ,aLL;RR;LR=m2~aa  ‘; q; (38)
are given, which are summarized in Table I. The theo-TABLE I. Experimental bounds on 
’s, wh
m~‘=100 GeV and m~‘=500 GeV, respectively. See
Experimental bound
j
‘12LLj 4 105 ~m2~‘
j
‘13LLj 2 102 ~m2~‘
j
‘23LLj 2 102 ~m2~‘
j
‘23LL
‘13LLj 1 104 ~m2~‘
j
‘23LL
‘13RRj 2 105 ~m2~‘
j
‘12LRj 8:4 107 ~m2~‘
j
































d12LL;RRj 4:8 101 ~m2~q
jIm
d11LRj 6:7 108 ~m2~q
jIm
‘11LRj 3:7 108 ~m2~‘
j
u13LL
u31RRj 3:4 106 ~m3~q
j
d13LL
d31RRj 2:0 105 ~m3~q
055004retical values of 
’s for the present model are calculated
below, where
,aaL;R  aaL;R  baL;R; ~Aai 
Aai
m~a
a  ‘; q; (39)
and aL;R; bL;R are defined in (35).
Leptonic sector (LL and RR):

‘12LL ’ 
‘21LL ’ 4:8 103,a‘L;

‘13LL ’ 
‘31LL ’ 1:7 105,a‘L;

‘23LL ’ 
‘32LL ’ 8:4 108,a‘L;

‘12RR ’ 
‘21RR ’ 8:4 108,a‘R;

‘13RR ’ 
‘31RR ’ 5:9 102,a‘R;

‘23RR ’ 
‘32RR ’ 1:4 106,a‘R




‘12RRj 9 104 ~m2~‘
j
‘13RRj 3 101 ~m2~‘
j
‘23RRj 3 101 ~m2~‘
j
‘23RR
‘13RRj 9 104 ~m2~‘
j
‘23RR
‘13LLj 2 105 ~m2~‘
j
‘13LRj 1:7 102 ~m2~‘




























d23LRj 1:6 102 ~m2~q
j
u32LRj 5:5 102 ~m2~q
jIm
d12LRj 2:0 105 ~m2~q
jIm
u11LRj 6:7 108 ~m2~q
j
u12LL
u21RRj 9:4 104 ~m3~q
j
d12LL
d21RRj 7:2 104 ~m3~q
j
d23LL
d32RRj 1:9 104 ~m3~q
-5











































Up quark sector (LL and RR):

u12LL ’ 
d21LL ’ 1:1 104,auL; 
u13LL ’ 
d31LL ’ 3:2 103,aL;

u23LL ’ 
d32LL ’ 3:3 102,auL; 
u12RR ’ 
u21RR ’ 7:2 104,auR;

u13RR ’ 
u31RR ’ 8:2 103,auR; 
u23RR ’ 
u32RR ’ 8:6 102,auR:
(42)
Up quark sector (LR):

u11LR ’ 



























































Down quark sector (LL and RR):

d1221LL ’ 6:1 104  3:8 104I,adL;

d1331LL ’ 1:1 102  1:5 104I,adL;

d2332LL ’ 5:3 102  3:2 102I,adL;

d1221RR ’ 3:7 102  2:0 102I,adR;

d1331RR ’ 2:6 102  6:9 102I,adR;

d2332RR ’ 3:2 101  2:9 101I,adR
(44)055004-6
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
d11LR ’ 
















4:7 I3:4 ~Ad1  8:0 I5:5 ~Ad2  4:3 104  I5:0 ~Ad3  1:5 104  I7:8 ~Ad4





















































’s above with Table I, we see that the
experimental bounds for the most of the cases are satis-
fied, if j,aj ’s and j ~Ai  ~Ajj’s are less than about one.
The experimental constraints coming from the CP viola-
tions in the K0  /K0 system on 












very severe. Note however, one of the most strong con-
straint coming from 60=6 on jIm
d12LRj is satisfied. The
constraints from the electric dipole moment (EDM) of
the neutron on jIm
d11LRj and jIm
u11LRj are also very
severe4. It is not possible to make them real by the phase
rotation. Therefore, we have to fine tune certain A’s. Note,





an appropriate phase rotation of the squarks. In this case
we have to assume that4The EDM of the electron in the present model is practically
zero, because all the Yukawa couplings YE and also the corre-
sponding trilinear couplings hE can be made real by appropri-
ate phase rotations of the corresponding fermions and their
scalar partners. A possible source for the EDM of the electron
is the complex Yukawa couplings YN3 and YN4 in (4).
055004~A‘2  ~A‘4 & O101;
Re ~Adi   Re ~Adj  & O102 i; j  1 5;
jIm ~Au1j & O104; jIm ~Au3j & O102;
jIm ~Ad1j & O103; jIm ~Ad3j & O102;
,auL,a
u
R & O101; ,adL,adR & O102;
,a‘L & O102;
(46)
while their real parts can be O1.
From the analyses in this section, we conclude that,
apart from the fine tuning (46), the FCNCs and CP
phases, which are induced by the SSB parameters in
O1 disorder at MSUSY, are sufficiently suppressed to
satisfy the experimental constraints. This is a conse-
quence of S3 flavor symmetry.
IV. SUPPRESSION OF FCNCS AT THE
COMPACTIFICATION SCALE
As we have seen in the previous section, S3 flavor
symmetry can suppress FCNCs and dangerous CP violat-
ing phases at MSUSY. There, we have assumed that ,a’s
and ~A’s are O1 at MSUSY (they are defined in (39)). At a
more fundamental scale, they may be O10 or O100, for
instance. Then we need another suppression mechanism
to bring down say, an O10 disorder to an O1 disorder at
MSUSY. In this section we would like to discuss the second
stage of suppressing FCNCs and CP phases. As shown in-7
CHOI, KAJIYAMA, KUBO, AND LEE PHYSICAL REVIEW D 70 055004[18–21], the IR attractive force of gauge interactions can
be amplified in extra dimensions, driving the SSB terms
to their infrared attractive values at the compactification
scale C. If the disordered SSB terms at the cutoff scale
 converge rapidly to their IR fixed values that are flavor
blind, FCNCs and dangerous CP violating phases can be
desirably suppressed.
A. A model
Let us consider embedding the supersymmetric exten-
sion of the S3 invariant SM of Sect. II into 
 extra
dimensions compactified on an orbifold with a compacti-
fication scale C  1=R. We assume that the matter mul-
tiplets and the U1Y gauge multiplet are located at a fixed
point, while the SU2L and SU3C gauge multiplets
propagate in the bulk. Therefore, only the Kaluzu-Klein
(KK) tower of the SU2L and SU3C gauge multiplets
contributes to the power-running of parameters. Thanks
to the dominance of the power-running, we may ignore
the logarithmic contributions. We, however, include those
logarithmic corrections that come from g1. Under this
approximation we have computed the 1 functions for the
rigid and soft breaking parameters, which are given in
Appendix.
First we recall that the KK tower of the U1Y gauge
multiplet would not contribute to the 1 function of g1 and
hence that ofM1 (at the one-loop level). So, they would be
basically constant. However, they would contribute to the
1 functions of theYukawa couplings and hence to those of
the SSB parameters. Since g1 and M1 remain approxi-055004mately constant (while the other couplings become
smaller) as  increases, the contributions of the U1Y
KK modes to the RG evolution would become dominant
at high energies. As a consequence, we obtain a power
dependence of  instead of the logarithmic dependence
(which is hidden in "2;3 of the solutions (56), (58), and
(59)). In other words, the uncertainty at high energy
would remain unsuppressed at low energy, which would
not be desirable.
Next let us discuss why we include the contributions
from g1. The discussion will also clarify the restriction of
the suppression mechanism of the model. As we see from
(A1) and (A4), the U1Y gauge coupling g1 and the
corresponding gaugino mass M1 are running only loga-
rithmically above C. So they are basically constant
compared with other power-law-running parameters. To
see this more in detail, we recall the analytic solutions for

















































P lR  39=5; C2
SUN  N. For =C >
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=2  29 for 
  12 has
been used, and we have assumed that g22MZ ’ g22C ’
0:034 49 and g23MZ ’ g23C ’ 0:12 49. For the







Ma; a  1; 2; 3: (51)
Note that M1 does not get a power enhancement in con-
trast to M2;3, because 
g1C=g12 is only logarith-
mic. Therefore, M1 should be much larger thanM2;3 at the
cutoff scale , if M1C should be O
M2;3C. The
logarithmic running of g1 and M1 has an important
consequence on the soft scalar mass matrix for the
right-handed sleptons m2ER . As we see from (A22), their1 functions depend only on g1 and M1, and one finds that

























So, m2ER , too, get only logarithmic corrections, which
means that m2ERC m2ER. Therefore, m2ER
should be much larger than M22;3; too small m2ERC
are phenomenologically not acceptable (in contrast to-8
DOUBLE SUPPRESSION OF FCNCs IN. . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 70 055004M1C). However, if m2ER>>M22, say m2ER 
103M22, this would be a unnatural fine tuning at the
cutoff scale , and would be against our philosophy of
the present paper. So, we require
jm2ER j & 
10jM2j2 (54)
for the fine tuning not to be unnatural. This is a strong
restriction of the suppression mechanism for the present
model, on one hand, because it limits M2C=M2 and
hence =C which is the power-law enhancement factor
(50). On the other hand, it is a prediction of the model that
M1C and mERC are smaller than the other gaugino
masses and soft scalar masses. Further, as we see from
(52), m2ERij do not converge to IR attractive values.055004Fortunately, as we can see from Table I and (40), the
experimental bound on 
RR’s are very weak; it is suffi-
cient to satisfy






: (55)B. Suppression of FCNCs
Keeping the above discussions in mind, we proceed
with our consideration of the IR attractiveness of the other
SSB parameters. Using the 1 functions given in the
Appendix, we find the following analytic solutions for
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"2M1C  128 1 cM2C;















FIG. 2. The IR attractiveness of m2Q=jM2j2.
FIG. 1. The IR attractiveness of hD=M2YD.
CHOI, KAJIYAMA, KUBO, AND LEE PHYSICAL REVIEW D 70 055004where k  2; 4; 52; 3; 4 for the charged lepton (neutrino)
sector and i; j  1; 2; 3. The Majorana neutrino masses,





C  Bkk  
6
5
"2M1C  128 1 cM2C;
k  1; 3;







As it is clear, the quantities on the right-hand side of (56),
(58), and (59), whose argument is  are initial values at
, and those of C are IR attractive values. Therefore,
,a’s and also ~A’s, given in (39), at C can be written in
terms of the initial values. We emphasize that all the
infrared attractive values are flavor diagonal.
To estimate the suppression of the initial values at ,
we assume that the initial SSB parameters are disordered




  >U1M2; m2Q  >2mQM22; (60)
and similarly for other SSB parameters, where >’s are














































In (63) we have suppressed the prefixes L and R, because
they have the same form. To be more explicit, we assume
mERC * 100 GeV and M2C & 1 TeV;
(64)




With this value of the enhancement factor, we obtain
,~AC * 102,> and ,aC * 104,>2; (66)
where we have assumed that m~‘ ’ m~q ’ M2 at C. In
Figs. 1 and 2 we show the IR attractiveness of hD=M2YD
and m2Q=jM2j2 for 
  1. The constraint (65) with (50)
implies that =C & 5 103 in this case. Since between
C and MSUSY there are only logarithmic corrections, we
may assume that the inequalities (66) remain unchanged
at MSUSY. As we have seen in the previous section, ,~A &
1 and ,a & 1 are sufficient (except for the fine tuning
(46)) to suppress FCNCs and dangerous CP violating
phases at MSUSY. Therefore, at most an O100 disorder
of the SSB parameters at  may be allowed.
Once again, S3 symmetry can suppress sufficiently
FCNCs and CP phases that are generated by the SSB
parameters in O1 disorder at MSUSY, and the asymptoti--10
DOUBLE SUPPRESSION OF FCNCs IN. . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 70 055004cally free SU2L and SU3C? gauge interactions in extra
dimensions can bring the SSB parameters in O100
disorder at the cutoff scale down to those in O1 disorder
at the compactification scale. In this way, FCNCs and CP
phases enjoy a double suppression.5We note that, even with the reduction of the number of the
KK modes on the orbifold, the coupling of the KK modes to




due to the difference of normalization of mode functions.V. CONCLUSIONS
A low energy nonabelian flavor symmetry is certainly
a powerful tool to suppress flavor-changing neutral cur-
rents (FCNCs) and CP violating phases that are induced
by soft supersymmetry breaking (SSB) terms. In the case
of the MSSM, where only two types of Higgs supermul-
tiplets HU and HD exist, any nonabelian flavor symmetry
has to be explicitly broken to describe experimental data.
Therefore, it would be unnatural to assume a flavor sym-
metry only in the SSB sector. However, if the Higgs
sector is extended, and the Higgs supermultiplets belong
to a nontrivial representation of a flavor group, phenom-
enologically viable possibilities arise.We have considered
the smallest nonabelian group S3 as a flavor group to
extend the MSSM. Under this flavor group, not only the
fermion multiplets, but also the two types of the Higgs
multiplets belong to the three dimensional representation
of S3 [34,35]. The most general Higgs superpotential has
an accidental continuous global symmetry, implying that
a lot of pseudo-Goldstone bosons will appear after spon-
taneous symmetry breaking of the electroweak symme-
try [31]. To overcome this problem, we introduced soft S3
breaking B terms in the SSB sector, because violation of
S3 can be confined in this sector. We found that in this
model FCNCs and CP phases, which are induced by the
SSB parameters in O1 disorder at MSUSY, are suffi-
ciently suppressed to satisfy the experimental constraints.
Then we extended the S3 invariant supersymmetric
model into 
 extra dimensions compactified on an orbi-
fold with a compactification scale C  1=R, and as-
sumed that the matter multiplets and the U1Y gauge
multiplet are located at a fixed point, while the SU2L
and SU3C gauge multiplets propagate in the bulk. In this
way, the SU2L and SU3C gauge couplings become
asymptotically free, while the running of the U1Y cou-
pling is frozen. These asymptotically free gauge cou-
plings amplify the infrared attractiveness of the SSB
parameters when running from the cutoff scale down to
the compactification scale [18–21]. We found (66) that
thanks to the double suppression mechanism, a disorder
of 2 orders of magnitude in the SSB parameters at the
cutoff scale may be allowed to satisfy experimental con-
straints on FCNC processes and CP violating phenomena.
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EQUATIONS
Here we give the1 functions. The model in Sect. IV is a
simple embedding of the supersymmetric extension of the
S3 invariant SM into extra dimensions compactified on an
orbifold [23,25,26], where it is assumed that the matter
multiplets and the U1Y gauge multiplet are located at a
fixed point, while the SU2L and SU3c gauge multiplets
propagate in the bulk. The dominance of the power-

















































  12, the quadratic Casimir is given by
C2
SUN  N, and P lR  39=5. As explained in
section III, we ignore logarithmic contributions except
those from g1.-11
































g212M1YDk  hDk   3g22F2










g212M1YUk  hUk   3g22F2






2M3YUk  hUk ; (A10)


































































g212M1YEk  hEk   3g22F2
2M2YEk  hEk ;




g212M1YNk  hNk   3g22F2
2M2YNk  hNk ;
























IJ4XN2  2XN4; (A23)
16921m2NR 
3
3  2XN3 ; (A24)
16921M1  2M14jYN2 j2  2jYN4 j2; (A25)
16921M3  2M32jYN3 j2 (A26)

















12M1k  Bk  3g22F2
2M2k  Bk;
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